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about some of the special cases with

the Reaper;.Q: Linq to SQL -
Unquoted property names in a

statement results in runtime error I
have a custom class, called MyClass,
which is working with Linq2SQL. I'm

trying to dynamically assign an
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expression to my object's property.
The expression is valid, and it

compiles without an error, but then at
runtime I get:

System.InvalidOperationException:
The node type MyClass.Property
cannot be mapped to a database
table or a view. Either remove the
node from the query or manually

convert it to a supported type. ... I'm
assigning the property like so:

myObject.MyClass.Property = "fred";
What is the correct way to do this? A:
If your property is an expression then

that means you want to use the
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Variable expression node. This
expression produces a single value,

the property value.
myObject.MyClass.Variable = "fred";

Note that this is different from
assigning the Property to a value. In
the example above the Variable is
treated just like a regular variable -

it's value is evaluated once then
assigned to the property. For
example, you'd need to use a

Multiplication operator:
myObject.MyClass.Variable *= "fred";

To make sure the property value is
evaluated at runtime you can create
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a constructor that creates an
expression tree like this: public

MyClass() { var variable =
Variable("fred");

this.MyClass.Variable = variable; } A:
Can you assign the value to a

variable first, then assign it to the
property? Something like: MyClass

myClass = new MyClass();
MyClass.MyClass.Property = "fred";

That way, the value isn't "evaluated"
until you actually assign it. Hope that

helps. -Mike Q: How to setup a
different port for docker container I

want to setup a different port for the
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